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Basic Review 

  

Adjective = describes a noun. 

 
 

Generally, adjectives answer Which? What kind of ? How many? 

 
 

 Examples: amused, brave, nice, easy, expensive, colors, numbers…  

 The tall, slender girl sat in her red car with new tires. 
 

Adjectives make writing more exciting, like adding flavors or hot sauce. 

 
  

1. List five distinct adjectives to describe a soccer game. 

_______________, ______________, _______________, ______________,  ______________ 

Tip: In creative writing, try adding at least one adjective per sentence. 

2. Write two sentences with at least two adjectives in each sentence. Underline all adjectives. 

a) __________________________________________________________________________ 

b) __________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Underline the 11 adjectives in the paragraph. 

        Court is a special place where different people go to solve important problems. Sometimes 

doubtful children don't understand what happens there. Puzzled kids might think that court is a bad 

place because of what they hear from frightened family, some friends, or many TV shows. That is not 

true at all. Court is not only about helping adults, and it always makes sure to put delightful kids first. 

So remember, friendly kids can have a voice, too! 

 

Paragraph #1: Complete the story and underline all adjectives. (8-10 sentences)  
 

       Cheerful Judge Simon took his place and pounded his old, brown gavel. The busy court was now 

in session. The next case involves a nice family that rented a big house and had a broken water pipe. 

The owner says the frail pipe belongs to the city water department, and he shouldn’t have to pay any 

damages or fix it. The city says it isn’t their pipe. Explain Judge Simon’s decision in the curious case.  

 

 
                           

Paragraph #2: Complete the short scenes, and underline 

all adjectives. (3 sentences each) 
 

 It was my first day as court reporter! 

 The witness cleared her throat and spoke calmly… 
 

 

Final Question: Remind your teacher what you know about adjectives? (2 sentences) 
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ANSWER KEY 
 
 

Basic Review 

  

Adjective = describes a noun. 

 
 

Generally, adjectives answer Which? What kind of ? How many? 

 
 

 Examples: amused, brave, nice, easy, expensive, colors, numbers…  

 The tall, slender girl sat in her red car with new tires. 
 

Adjectives make writing more exciting, like adding flavors or hot sauce. 

 
  

1. List five distinct adjectives to describe a soccer game. 

__sweaty_______, __quick_______, ___loud________, __active_______, __colorful_______ 

Tip: In creative writing, try adding at least one adjective per sentence. 

2. Write two sentences with at least two adjectives in each sentence. Underline all adjectives. 

a) __The large, colorful butterfly landed in the fragrant flowers.  ______________________ 

b) __An energetic dog ran down the beautiful beach towards the cold water.____________ 

3. Underline the 11 adjectives in the paragraph. 

        Court is a special place where different people go to solve important problems. Sometimes 

doubtful children don't understand what happens there. Puzzled kids might think that court is a bad 

place because of what they hear from frightened family, some friends, or many TV shows. That is not 

true at all. Court is not only about helping adults, but it always makes sure to put delightful kids first. 

So remember, friendly kids can have a voice, too! 

 

Paragraph #1: Complete the story and underline all adjectives. (8-10 sentences)  
 

       Cheerful Judge Simon took his place and pounded his old, brown gavel. The busy court was now 

in session. The next case involves a nice family that rented a big house and had a broken water pipe. 

The owner says the frail pipe belongs to the city water department, and he shouldn’t have to pay any 

damages or fix it. The city says it isn’t their pipe. Explain Judge Simon’s decision in the curious case.  

 
                           

Paragraph #2: Complete the short scenes, and underline all 

adjectives. (3 sentences each) 
 

 It was my first day as court reporter! 

 The witness cleared her throat and spoke calmly… 
 

 

Final Question: Remind your teacher what you know about adjectives? (2 sentences) 

Generally, adjectives describe nouns. They can answer the questions: Which? What kind of? How many? Using 
adjectives helps make writing more descriptive and mature. TpT ©The Harstad Collection 


